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The Chairman’s Notes
A Happy New Year to you all! How the months pass by and we are now in January with the
production of the newsletter and planning of the May reunion here again. At times I wonder
what I would do if I had any spare time! In fact more spare time might be around the
corner, for come the end of the month at the relatively young age (at least to many of our
members!) of 71 years I am about to retire for the fourth time (from Teaching, the RAF,
the CAA and now Waitrose). With retirement approaching and still quite fit following my
cancer problems I do feel able to continue to serve as your Chairman for the coming year,
2015/16, if the members at the AGM agree.
Unfortunately the past year has seen the deaths of nearly 50 members and friends, all of
whom were valued supporters of the Register. I should mention two in particular for their
sterling work over the years, Jack Richards, the President of the Friends of 75 New Zealand
Squadron and Jock Johnston, who for many years was the backbone of XC Squadron
Association. They and all the others will be sorely missed.
I consider that following the responses to the Autumn questionnaire, the details of which
are in the Secretary’s report, much thought needs to go into the Register’s future workings.
The Register is very much at the crossroads and both its short term and long term future
needs to be determined. I was disappointed that more response to the questionnaire did not
come from our younger members on whose support we will rely in the coming years.
In the short term I agree that Reunion Weekends should continue until no veterans can
attend, for as the Secretary notes the Mildenhall Register is after all theirs and will remain
so. However, the sustainability of continuing in the present format is doubtful considering
the number of members who attended last year. Eighty two people were at the principle
event, the Dinner on the Saturday evening, however, over 25% of these were guests of the
Register and another 25% came from the families of three veterans. If numbers attending
on the Saturday evening decline further, dinner in the Galaxy Club will no longer be practical
and to invite guests to attend with such low numbers is embarrassing. These guests come to
enjoy the reminiscences of the older generation. Thirty six members attended the Sunday
Remembrance service. I therefore do urge the families of departed members to try and
support the weekend by at least attending the dinner and if possible the Church service.
The programme for this year’s visit can be found elsewhere in the newsletter. Again it
promises to be an interesting and packed weekend. Please try and attend if it is feasible!
In the long term, we must ensure that all the people who served in 3 Group will always be
remembered. Some suggestions as to the long term aims of the Register were:

(Front Cover shows the B of B Memorial Flight’s Lancaster Thumper in formation over
the UK Skies with the Canadian Lancaster Vera last summer )



To promote and commemorate the memory of all the personnel who participated in
the War Years from RAF Mildenhall and its satellite bases.



To extend the hand of friendship to all who have served or are serving in our
featured squadrons.



To maintain a Register of all who have signified an interest in the Stations or
Squadrons we embrace.



To provide an informational source for those researching or enquiring about
members of the squadrons or Stations.



To foster closer ties with the Mildenhall Museum.



To link with a University’s history department and encourage the education of
British children in the same way as their continental counterparts are brought
face to face with the reality of war.



To hold a yearly lecture, given by a high ranking military officer, senior politician
or accomplished academic, possibly joined by one of our veterans. It would be
known as the Mildenhall lecture. This would be the main event of the reunion.

Your committee will be examining these points over the coming year. As always each
and every one of these ideas need volunteers to take them forward. Can you help? I
would welcome your views.
I would like to thank my committee for all their help over the last year, in particular I
must single out, Geoff Reynolds for all his help in producing this newsletter cum magazine.
Without his receiving and collation of lots of the articles my work as Editor would be much
harder.
As we go to press I have learnt of the USAF’s intention to withdraw from RAF Mildenhall.
The Base’s Community Relations Officer has contacted me to stress that the withdrawal
will take place over the next 5 to 7 years and that in the short term our reunions will be
unaffected. I will endeavour to ensure the interests of the Register are known, in
particular, the Chapel and its stained glass windows and the WW memorabilia (mainly in
the form of photographs) are protected. It is early days and who knows what the MOD’s
plans for the Base will be! I will try to keep you informed on developments.
My best wishes to all,
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Secretary’s Report
A very Happy New year to all our readers where ever you may be.
My goodness how time flies, I can’t believe it is only 6 months ago that I was typing out one
of these for the summer special. At that time, we were unsure of our future and the way
forward. So I’m sure you’ll be happy to read that this year will be virtually a repeat of last
year. More information is contained in the ‘Our Future’ report, with the results of the
questionnaire and our committee meetings.
Many thanks to all those people who have taken the time to supply stories; again, there are
far more than we have economic space for. I’m also very grateful to all our new members who
bring yet more stories, questions and information into The Register records and those of our
hard working historians.
Without our historian’s dedication, often hidden away in the background, we wouldn’t be able
to provide the research services or build up a more complete database of our squadron’s and
personnel’s deeds.
My very grateful thanks to John and Smiley who have, on receipt of the questionnaire
replies, agreed to continue their sterling work until the AGM in May and afterwards should
they be re-elected.
For Lancaster lovers, it has been a late summer to remember. With the CWHM, Mynarski
Memorial or even more friendly named VeRA Lancaster joining our own Thumper Mk II, Just
Jane and the Vulcan in some wonderful displays and events around the country. As a
replication of the aircraft that Andrew Charles Mynarski won the first of three Victoria
Crosses awarded to Canadian aircrew, whilst serving with 419 (Moose) Squadron it has a loose
connection with Mildenhall. As many who have seen the stained glass windows in the base
chapel will know, 419 Squadron was formed at Mildenhall, Suffolk, on 15th December 1941, as
the third RCAF bomber squadron overseas. The first CO was Wing Commander John "Moose"
Fulton, DSO, DFC, AFC, a native of British Columbia, and it was from him that the unit gained
its nickname.
I hope many of you managed to get a chance to see it as it went around the display circuit. I
was lucky enough to see her arrive at Coningsby on a most dreadful summer’s day. I missed
her displays on the South Coast when engine failure curtailed her displays for a while. Finally
catching up with her on the second of the Three Lancaster events at East Kirkby and was
there to wave her off on her long journey home, when she left Coningsby formatted with
Thumper, two Spitfires and two Hurricanes.
Finally, I’d point out that Alan has been slaving away updating the website and there are
some very good articles on there. The Facebook page continues to attract a steady flow of
new people. Please keep your contributions coming in, without you, our members, I and the
rest of the committee would have nothing to do.
To 2016 and beyond.

Geoff Reynolds

Our Future report
The jury is now able to deliver the results of the questionnaire that was sent to everyone
regarding guidance on the way you, the members, would like to see The Mildenhall Register
taken forward.
Of the 540 odd sent out, we heard from just 186 of you. Whilst this is only just over a third
of members and may appear rather disappointing, it gave us some very encouraging replies
and some good ideas to pursue. 99% of replies were favourable to continuing as we have
been. This may be more difficult after May’s AGM, but we have some plans that could help
keep things as near normality as we can. There was one call for our closure, which we all
reject as this is not at all what we have in mind. There were a couple of calls for a change of
name. Again, to continue and honour the work of our founder, all those who have worked so
hard in the past to make this happen for so long and our veterans memories, this too, has
also been rejected. It would cause a lot of extra administrative work changing the website,
Facebook, stationary and our image that we may well lose all those new members we are
trying to attract and develop. Of the 186 replies, 46 indicated they would be attending the
reunion this year, some being multiple attendances. Three more folk are unsure of being fit
to attend. There were 11 veterans giving a positive reply to attending and all but one would
like us to continue the format of recent years. Three of these are overseas, so we very much
hope they will be able to join us all when we get there.
Of the 46 possible attendees, 37 want it to stay the same; five would like a different
format, two would like it elsewhere and two would like something else, but had no suggestions
as to what.
There were a few offers of help, which we will follow up. Dee Boneham, who is currently
serving RAF personnel and a member of Friends of 75 (NZ) Squadron has offered to be our
base liaison should we lose the services of John and Smiley, both ex RAF of course.
For all those whom we didn’t hear from, I’m afraid you’ll just have to put up with continuing
as we have before, with further developments and changes as necessary as we progress.
So, to the future, suggestions of joining forces with and sharing records and research with a
centre of learning, such as Cambridge University (my personal choice being the University of
East Anglia; most of our squadrons and airfields were East Anglian) have been taken
seriously. As I write, we are actively seeking advice and help in making this happen. A current
plan for this to happen in conjunction with Lincoln and The International Bomber Command
Centre may well prove to be a guide as to how we progress this idea.
It was also suggested that we use our veterans or learnéd speakers to give an interesting
talk during the reunion weekends. This too has been explored and I hope our offering at this
year’s AGM will meet with your approval and guide our thoughts for the future.
Links with the Mildenhall museum, Mildenhall base and their historians, either have been or
are being forged and developed as any help will be most useful.

So I think it is safe to say we can look forward to a healthy, expanding and long future. May
we be granted the fortitude that our veterans showed as they fought for us and take The
Mildenhall Register safely and surely into the future.

XV(R) Squadron Sqn Cdr’s Report 2014
I can't believe that it is already that time of year and the editor has been frantically
encouraging me to get my Christmas Update written for the Newsletter! Life on the
Squadron never seems to
standstill and it has been a
particularly challenging few
months.
The good news is that we are now
back on track and managing to
graduate our students on time to
the frontline, which is keeping
the AOC happy and therefore
making my life somewhat more
enjoyable! It is difficult to
believe that it has been many
years since a course had finished

Tornado GR4 from RAF Lossiemouth on a low level
sortie in the Scottish Borders.

on time, in fact nobody could
actually remember when the last time was. The most pleasing aspect of this success has been
that the Squadron has finally managed to balance the available resource against an
achievable task – long may it continue!
The deployment of the Tornado Force to Cyprus in support of operations against Islamic
State in August caught most of us by surprise, just as we were all looking forward to having
all of the Force in the UK as Afghanistan draws to a close. This deployment, combined with a
3-month overlap with Afghanistan and in the shadow of the disbandment of two Tornado
squadrons earlier in the year left Tornado aircraft and personnel at a premium.
The Front Line was so stretched at one point that only 4 crews and 30 engineers were left at
RAF Marham out of nearly 500 personnel. This meant that XV Squadron had to provide a
huge amount of support to the Front Line, which is still ongoing although slowly starting to
reduce. This support lead to us deploying aircraft out to various deployed locations and
returning other aircraft to the UK. In addition to the numerous aircraft moves, we have
provided a vast amount of training events to ensure that deploying crews were sufficiently
current and competent and returning crews were reset back to UK operations. Perhaps the
most telling sign of the strain on the Tornado Force was that XV Squadron were tasked with
providing the Tornado flypast for the RAF Marham Friends and Families Day. In addition to

the 4-ship airfield attack at Marham, the crews managed to also flypast RAF Wittering (and
possibly my back garden too!)
With so many memorable events, it is difficult to pick out individual things but three that
spring to mind are as follows. We were honoured to host trustees and staff from the
MacRobert Trust for a visit, the first by them in over 10 years allowing us to maintain the
strong links with XV Squadron that started back in WW2. A particular highlight for the
Squadron, was leading a flypast for Her Majesty The Queen and HRH the Duke of Edinburgh
as they visited RAF Lossiemouth in November. Finally, Flt Lt Chris Stradling managed to
achieve the milestone of 5000 hrs Tornado this year and was also recognised by the award
of the LG Groves Memorial Air Safety Prize for work he has done to reduce the risk of Mid
Air Collision.
Next year is going to be a big one as we celebrate the 100th Birthday of XV Squadron, and I
am immensely proud and feeling very privileged to be in Command during this momentous
occasion for the Squadron. I look forward to the Squadron members past and present making
this a suitably magnificent set of events and of course we must take time to remember our
fallen colleagues.
On behalf of the Officers, Airmen, Airwomen and Civilians who are currently serving on XV
Squadron, I wish you all a Happy New Year.

622 Squadron Sqn Cdr’s Report 2014
This last year has seen great change at Brize Norton and for 622 Sqn. The new fleet of
aircraft that will serve the RAF Air Transport and Air-to-Air Refuelling role for the next 30
years is now in place; Tristar, VC10 and C130K have all retired and the A400M has recently
joined the Voyager, C130J
and C17 making a very
impressive and modern
flight line. I was personally
involved in briefing the
International Chiefs of Air
Staffs meeting held at
Brize where it became
apparent that we are the
envy of most as we have no
‘tired old birds’ to manage.
The Sqn now has 57

RAF C17 Transport Aircraft Takes Off
from Camp Bastion, Afghanistan

personnel with aircrew on
Voyager, Hercules and C17 (and a RivetJoint Test Pilot!). Those from the retired fleets have
either changed aircraft type or are working in flying support roles. Whilst we hoped for a

quieter time with the end of Op HERRICK, instead the fleet started airdrops and resupply to
the Iraqis in the summer, movement of personnel and hospital equipment to West Africa for
Ebola, numerous SAR tasks, supporting French in Mali, the Ukraine effort, and amongst all
this – the Army has nothing to do and want aircraft support for exercises! Well they do say
a change is as good as a rest.
It hasn’t just been flying activity – a select group were involved in the Invictus Games as
hosts for the international
contestants which they
described as a humbling
and memorable experience
with an atmosphere in the
Stadiums that was beyond
imagination. The Sqn also
went on a historical staff
trip to Arnhem to travel
Hells Highway and explore
the battlefields and
memorials. The French did
their best to make our
journey authentic by

A Hercules C-130J takes-off
from a Tactical Landing Zone

roadworks and road blocks
along the way – we could
see our objective but just couldn’t get to it!

One significant event that was obvious in the Dutch museums was the impact Op Manna had
on the people of Holland. The stories of hunger and burning anything, even shoes, just to
keep warm and the joy of seeing the Allied aircraft dropping food are everywhere. It is
notable that 70 years on
from Op Manna the RAF
still provides humanitarian
airdrop around the world to
people in need; Pakistan
earthquake, Philippines and
most recently to the Yazidis
in Iraq.
Next event in the 622 Sqn
diary is the move to the 24
Sqn building. The aim on
Station is to centralise all

RAF Voyager aircraft receives its first homebound
passengers at Camp Bastion in Afghanistan

the training on C130, A400M and C17 on 24 Sqn; with most 622 Sqn aircrew being
instructors, this is a logical place for us to be located (and less far to walk to the
simulators!).
Wishing all the best to those involved in the Mildenhall Register for the year ahead.
Note Operation Herrick was the codename under which all British operations in the War in
Afghanistan took place.

Correspondence from our members

(with apologies to all those who

haven’t made it in this time)
‘Chuck’ Antell (149 F/E) wrote in to say that health problems prohibit him planning too far
ahead and withdrawal symptoms have set in. He says he’s always been happy with the chosen
venues and as long as he can get to Methwold on a Saturday morning, his preferences are
few. He finishes with best wishes to ‘the hardworking’ committee members; adding that he
and his family back us all the way.
John Brooke (son of 622 veteran) sent in some interesting views for our future.
He says ‘We must keep the Mildenhall Register alive and flourishing for the essential
components that together made Mildenhall such a successful structure in the fight against
tyranny; the human component, the technology and the administration remain just as relevant
as they did 70 years ago. Moreover, the dedication to duty and the enthusiasm to accomplish
a project in the face of the enormous difficulties and dangers sets an example to all,
whatever their field of human endeavour. It is for this reason I wrote earlier suggesting
that Mildenhall has a place in the education of British children in the same manner that their
continental counterparts (John lives in France) are brought face to face with the reality of
concentration camps and the battlefields that span their continent.
I do not think that this alone will keep the Mildenhall Register and our annual reunions alive
in its present form.
The Mildenhall Register is a centre of reference that brings together such a wealth of
information concerning all aspects of Bomber Command during the Second World War that it
can be seen as a unique patrimony that must be preserved for future generations. For this
reason I believe that the Mildenhall Register should be linked to a history department of a
university. This would assure that future students who otherwise would have no knowledge of
Mildenhall will have access to the information that we hold and may well direct their
research in this direction.
Again, this alone would not secure the interest necessary to maintain the annual reunion in
the absence of the veterans.

In order to achieve this objective I believe that the annual reunion should be centred on a
speech given by a high ranking military officer, a senior politician or an accomplished
academic. This speech, to be known as the ‘Mildenhall Lecture’ would become an annual event
and depending on the speaker and the subject, could well attract the interest of the media
and television, assuring that knowledge of Mildenhall and its important past remains available
to a much wider audience.
I would ask you and the committee to consider this proposal. I do not believe that it would be
too difficult to find an appealing and entertaining speaker.
Jim Clayton (218 veteran from Australia) wrote in to say that age (92) and distance preclude
him from ever attending. However, he belongs to the Australian Bomber Command and they
have some good meetings throughout the year, including a weekend in Canberra where they
have a meet and greet session beneath the Lancaster G-George there.
He concludes by saying that the remains of his crew, all Englishmen, have predeceased him.
Mike Coles (622 Air-gunner) says “Age and legs preclude any attendance these days. I was
one of Don’s early members, with my Mid-upper, Mo Davis, Nav; Ken Lewis (Aus) and Sqn Ldr
Brignall our pilot. Sorry reunions are off, but please keep the Register alive. Love it and the
tit bits it comes with. XV and 622 started it, now everyone seems to want to join!!
Geoff Conacher (622 Pilot from Australia) wrote this about our future.
“The sentiments you expressed about The Register are largely mine also. Much as I’d like it
to continue, I am aware that is unlikely. I believe a move away from the base would only
hasten it happening. The committee and others are doing a great job in faithfully maintaining
the traditions of Don Clarke and those who shared his views from the time of the birth of
Mildenhall Register. We aim to honour and protect the Register itself, the Squadrons and
the members of the Squadrons. Our debt to Don Clarke, is to ensure that the name and
deeds of his and others creation is not besmirched in any way.
I therefore believe that the name, at least, of the Mildenhall Register should be put to rest
in the not too distant future. This would enable the Association to go forward, albeit with
another name.
He finishes with “My attendance at the 2015 reunion is not beyond possibility, but much will
depend on how I travel over the ensuing year. Thanks for your frank views Geoff. We’d

rather keep the name the same. It serves as yet another tribute to the great work started
by Don and all the early members. Without it, a loss of identity might well lead to its decline
and no one will be able to find us! We very much hope you will be able to join us in 2015 along
with many others.
Gp Capt E Cox (former CO Laarbruch on Buccaneers) sent in some very valid and useful

information to help in our decision making, namely;

“XV Squadron has an Association, run by the Squadron which produces a newsletter, runs
annual dinners and other events. Those of us who flew Buccaneers also attend annual
gatherings of the Buccaneer Aircrew Association. There are other registers in existence
which hold annual events.” And here is the cruncher; “Perhaps some rationalisation is needed,
but in what way and to what extent, I am not really sure. If I can help a little with this
process, please contact me”
Tony Ellis (son of XV Sqn bomb-aimer) “As a descendant of a veteran, Bob Ellis, I feel ‘in
touch’ with his life, especially his younger years, 21 – 25, when he was in the RAF. Only by
contacting The Register and the XV Squadron historian, did I find out more. So please keep
the Register going, even if longer gaps between issues (of the newsletter).
As for the reunions, there are folk who will enjoy them, but I guess many do not attend. I
attend various groups where membership is 100+, but only 20 turn up to meetings!
So my view is; keep the Register, paper or on-line, run the event for those who want to
attend and possibly, make it shorter. Three days with folk I don’t know I find is daunting.”
Canon Peter Hall (also the son of a XV Sqn veteran) “Thank you for the Mildenhall Register
and magazine, it is good to know people are keeping in touch. We recently held the Elsham
Wold’s reunion with great success and the weather was kind for a change. Four to five
hundred folk assembled on the old airfield for the service and fly-past of the two inspiring
Lancasters. Sadly, I attended and took part in the funeral of a Belgian veteran, Walter
Veugen in August. It was a mad dash, but having spent time in Gillik every year since 1985
and now being ‘part of the family’ there, love demanded our presence. The church was full
and everything went according to Walter’s wishes, who had reckoned cancer wouldn’t kill him
and he would have to be shot!
Our associations across Europe and the UK meet a real need and are an inspiration to many.
My best wishes to the Register and I hope to meet some of you when the Blenheim takes to
the air. Next year perhaps.
Bill Hickling (622 Sqn Rear gunner) “I seem to remember Cromer lighthouse was an
important landmark in those days. How about a trip to Cromer on the Saturday?
John Johnston (149 Sqn veteran) John lives in the US and would like to come over in 2015.
He sent some very interesting points, which echo those of others.
“There can’t be too many WW2 149 Squadron veterans left these days and of those, only a
few will have all their physical faculties, so I can understand what this is doing to the
concept of The Mildenhall Register. Instead of being a (veterans) reunion, it is becoming a
club for descendants. But that is still OK if it is known what it is they want to get out of it.
If it is predominately descendants, then they should run it and any veterans still around
become guests of honour at their annual reunion. The newsletter then becomes a basis for
war stories that the descendants know nothing about, but want to hear.”

He suggests “We get the veterans to introduce themselves, to talk about themselves, the
Squadron, the base and their crew position or trade. Maybe even have a question and answer
session. They will soon be all gone, don’t miss this opportunity.”
Finally “Think about having a relevant speaker, something the Norfolk Aviation Museum is
continually coming up with for its public meetings.”
Tommy Knox (another 149 Sqn veteran but from Australia) writes: “Thank you for the latest
newsletter, I look forward to receiving them each time.
I was a flight engineer in Flt Lt Coventry’s crew. We were with 149 Squadron at both
Lakenheath and Methwold from March till September 1944, flying the mighty Stirling. When
the Squadron converted to Lancasters we had already done 22 ops and were posted to 100
Group on ‘Special Duties’ (radio counter measures). We took on another W/Op to handle the
jamming gear that was behind the main spar. Now with 199 and 171 Squadrons, but still flying
the Stirling we had to go on until we completed a tour of 40 operations.
As far as I know, I’m the sole survivor of the crew, but then again, I was the youngest. I’d
like to attend the reunions, but the distance and the need for assistance prevents me from
considering the trip. My son and I attended the Bomber Command memorial opening in June
2012, but I don’t think I can handle the travel again.
Best wishes and continued success.
Al Lovett (yet one more 149er) sent this very interesting piece in about the Methwold Roll
of Honour to 149 Squadron. “I’ve been rather unwell, but was able to make the 30th
anniversary held at St George’s church Methwold last May for about two hours and then
returned home.
The members of the Methwold committee, along with Les Belton, Frank Cork (former mayor
of Kings Lynn) and myself were the instigators of the 149 Squadron Roll of Honour installed
in the church. Les Belton did the calligraphy in the book, Frank Cork made the arrangements
with the church authorities in Ely and I did the research of the contents.
Les and Frank are both unfortunately now deceased, so I felt obliged to attend the, possible,
last reunion held by the good people of Methwold.
Having reached the age of 92, I find the journey by car is a bit of a trial and feel that I may
not be able to attend any further reunions.
I am very grateful for all the efforts of the present Mildenhall Register committee and wish
them all the very best if they decide to continue with the remaining few and younger
members. Thank you for all that you have done for us.
Roger Lintott (son of a 149 Flight Engineer) “you guys a doing a great job in keeping the
memories of this heroic band of brothers alive. I especially applaud the work of the
historians. Please keep up the good work.”

Kath Lister (widow of 622 Squadron veteran) “It would be very sad if The Mildenhall
Register folded. Bill’s health problems prevented him from attending the reunions and I also
think he would have found them too emotional.
If next year’s reunion goes ahead I would like very much to attend the church service and
the dinner. But I do understand that to keep all these memories ‘alive’ takes a lot of planning,
commitment and enthusiasm from all in the committee. As you say, more young blood is
needed. We should never forget that those young crews put their lives on the line for us. I
feel privileged to have shared over 48 years of my life with Bill, who was my rock and hero. I
do so miss his quirky sense of humour. Next year I hope to get Bill’s memoires published.”
Mrs Jean Nottage (wife of Laurence a XV Sqn pilot from Australia) “I write because, not
surprisingly age has wearied him and he is now in a nursing home. We have enjoyed reading
the newsletter over these many years and hope to continue doing so. We are grateful for and
sincerely thank all those who put so much time into compiling the Register. We hope that you
may continue to do so.” Jean concludes by saying “Laurence belongs to the group who did not
think they had done anything special – they were just doing their job.”
Ray Parke (a 218 Sqn veteran) Ray wrote; “I agree with Geoff Reynolds’ comments. He’s spot
on for all the right reasons. The Register and newsletter should continue as long as is
possible. This is only the second newsletter I’ve have received and they are first class,
excellent productions. I’ve attended a few 218 reunions, but disappointingly never met
anyone I knew, or who knew me. Approaching 90 now, I am the only survivor of our crew, so
it’s good to be able to read and be proud of, the stories, recollections and tales of survivors
like myself.
The claims to fame of our crew were perhaps to be the first to have completed the
extended tour of 40 operations in No 3 Group, apart from that, one DFC and two DFM’s. Our
story is recorded in Miles Tripp’s book, The Eighth Passenger.
So I sincerely hope that it will be possible to find a way forward, to continue with the
valuable work of The Mildenhall Register.
Joanna Perry (daughter of XV/149 ground crew) says, “Gerhard and I enjoy the reunions in
its current form, but, as long as it is possible for the event to continue, we don’t mind what
format it takes. We understand that our veterans are aging (wonderfully, by the way) and
that things may have to change, but we will support whatever is decided.
I don’t drive and we do not have or use a computer (except to look up something in the
library – one fingered) but we would help the reunion in any way we could.
Thank you, committee for all your hard work; we do appreciate everything you do.”
Mrs Marie Pollen “My late husband was in a 149 Sqn crew, with Alan Fulton; pilot, and Doug
Kebbell. The happy memories of dear friends Don and Win, giving out the pens (she still has

every one from the first event.) and doing the raffle still remain in my mind and I look back
to those happy times.”
Ronald Rae (149 bomb-aimer) “At 92 years of age, I regret that physical impairment
prevents me from taking an active part. It is a nice surprise to find that an operation I took
part in on D-Day was officially known as ‘Operation Titanic’”.
Ron Spencer (XV Bomb-aimer from Canada) Ron writes “My first wife Muriel (deceased) and
I met Don Clarke when the Mildenhall Register was first inaugurated and we attended one of
the first re-unions; also attended a second one a few years later.
Have re-married (Linda) and we have discussed the possibility of attending a reunion before
the Register is disbanded due to lack of attendance (no more veterans). We have talked
about next year. I flew in John Hebb’s crew, LS-N of XV Squadron (with the ‘Goofy’ nose art
painted by on by tail gunner Mac). I believe I’m the only surviving crew member left. I had
kept in touch with our Pilot, John Coxon (Nav) and Maurice Turner (W/Op) for many years.
Thankfully at 93, I seem to remain in the best of health and Linda and I do a bit of
travelling on vacations. I have a brother living in Eastbourne (UK) who was a W/Op on
Lancasters in the Middle East.
I was very interested in the recent trip to the UK of the Canadian Lanc. Just before it left
in August we drove to Mount Hope to the air museum and ‘toured’ the Lanc. I was surprised
how ‘small’ it was on the inside! We couldn’t get into the Lanc at Duxford on a recent vacation
to the UK because of the cancer threat from the radium on the instrument dials! No such
problem here in Mount Hope!
The museum also had two Stearman biplanes in which I had lots of fun flying while in Florida
doing pilot training – always wished I could have continued stunt flying in one of those after
the war!
I have recently read a couple of books about Bomber Command 1939 – 45 and earlier; one by
Len Deighton and the other by Arthur Harris. Seems there is still a bit of uncertainty about
the real truth of the Commands successes and decisions. Of course, we who took part in
operations were always in the dark concerning how successful we were in fulfilling our
missions.”
Ken Thomas (622 pilot) got together with his son Graham to complete the questionnaire and
they wrote; “We suggest that veterans families are contacted – possibly by e-mail. Without
Dad passing the information on to me, I would be unable to take part in any way. We both
wholeheartedly enjoy the annual reunions and appreciate the efforts of the committee in
putting on the events.”
George Thomson (XV Sqn navigator) sent in the excellent story of his attempt, accompanied
by his flight engineer, to walk out of Germany after being shot-down accompanying this
observation; “My wife and I have been regular attendees at the Mildenhall Register reunions,

indeed, I was at the very first one with three other members of our crew. I had to miss out
on last year due to my wife’s illness – Margaret died this March 29th.
I intend (if the Gods permit) to attend the reunion in 2015 and fully support Geoff’s thought
about keeping the reunions going. I’d much prefer this to continue on an annual basis, as for
less frequent reunions, the question has to be asked ‘How many veterans will there be?’ Also,
travelling from Scotland I would find it much less attractive if it were ‘a one day only’ event.
Norman Walter (622 pilot) sent these kind words “May I express my sincere appreciation to
all past and present committee members for their enduring efforts, from the commencement
right up to now, for the Mildenhall Register. Well done!
As I’m now nearing 90 and with limited mobility, it is difficult for me to recommend any
changes to the present arrangements, which appear to me, to have been first class along with
the outstanding and informative newsletter.
My sincere thanks to you all, your efforts much valued and appreciated” Norman concludes
by saying “What a pain old age is!”
June Watkins (daughter of XV Sqn rear gunner) wishes the following sentiments are passed
on. “I would like to say I shall be forever grateful for the enormous help and friendship
given to me by Martyn & Valerie Ford-Jones whom I met by a chance discovery of his book in
my library when looking for a book for my husband. Martyn spared no effort in finding out
what actually happened to my Father who was shot down in 1945. I have already contacted
the only survivor of the Stirling plane and passed on the information.
George Worrall (brother-in-law of 149 rear gunner) Also a former post war Mildenhall Plt
Off himself, wrote in to say that should he be able to make it to the reunion in 2015 he
would be bringing a large contingent of his family and possibly relatives of others from the
Oldmeadow crew.
A crucial ingredient for his party would be a visit to Methwold church.
“A Friday start is preferable, with some access to the USAF facilities ‘at work’ being a draw.
Not many reunions enjoy such access to an active flying station. Please keep up this liaison.
These ‘on station’ activities and visits don’t even have to have different content from that
which was offered last year. Veteran reunions open ‘military’ doors, which should be
exploited, rather than activities which are available to anyone.I agree with the four factors
for keeping The Register and reunion continuing as they are. Many reunions are still quite
robust.

With increased postal charges and production costs the Register spends nearly £2
to send the newsletter to UK members and nearer £4 to those outside of Europe.
The Register would be grateful if you are able to make a contribution, however,
small to help meet these costs. If possible please send your contribution to the
Treasurer at the address on Page 3 of this newsletter. We will continue, whilst
funds allow, to send the newsletter to all members regardless of whether or not
they have contributed

Obituaries
Jack Richards President, Friends of 75 NZ Squadron
A friend of 75 NZ Sqn report: It is with great sadness that our wonderful friend,
benefactor and rock Jack Richards has died. In the RAF service Jack trained as a flight
mechanic and joined 75 Sqn at
Newmarket in 1942. He then went with
the Squadron to Mepal in June 1943. He
spent all his time on ' C ' flight and was
just one of the unsung hard working
ground crew without which the squadron
could not function. If it wasn’t for Jack
the Friends of the 75 NZ Squadron
would not be here today and even though
there was opposition to us starting we
have gone from strength to strength
putting up a Memorial Wall at the
gardens in Mepal, and sons, daughters,

Jack fulfilling his wish to lay the Association
wreath at the Squadron Plinth in Nov 14

nieces, nephews and now grandchildren attending our reunions. As a Kiwi I didn’t want it to
fold as it’s a piece of NZ history and also somewhere to remember those who lost their lives
fighting for our freedom. It is really important to keep the Friends going and we can only do
that with the help of the families who flew with the Squadron, remember grandchildren are
welcome. Jack is survived by his lovely wife Gladys, son Anthony, daughter in law Karen and
granddaughter Lisa.
12 members of the Friends of the 75 NZ Squadron attended Jack’s funeral in Fakenham.
Jacks coffin was paraded through the streets of Fakenham on one of his beautiful old trucks
with hundreds lining the route with some cheering and some crying. Five of Jack’s other
vintage trucks followed. The church was packed with people all wanting to pay their respects
to a great man much loved by the people of Fakenham. Kevin King led Jack in the street,
crematorium and in the church with our 75 NZ Standard. A very emotional day for all of us
and when it started raining Margaret Gray said tears from heaven. The day ended with me
driving through the streets of Fakenham in one of Jacks trucks back to the museum, the
driver has worked for Jack for 42 years and when I spoke to the other drivers in the
procession they all had worked for him for well over 30 years There was applause as Jack
Richards' coffin was carried through the streets of Fakenham
Tributes were paid to "an exceptional man" who "started with nothing”. Jack’s company was
founded in Haddenham, Cambridgeshire and moved to Fakenham in 1971. Staff said Mr
Richards remained "very hands-on in the company" and enjoyed "doing little jobs" until his

death. His coffin was transported on a vintage vehicle in his company livery and six other
Jack Richards & Sons' lorries. Jack’s funeral took place in King's Lynn

The following tribute was paid to Jack by his Granddaughter Lisa
My Grandad - when asked by the Eastern Daily Press to give some details or quotes about my
Grandad I struggled to know what detail they wanted, to me he was simply my Grandad and
to be honest I didn't know how that would fill a newspaper article or be of interest to
others. Having read the 3 page article about my Grandad I realised that he was no ordinary
Grandad, my experiences growing up were probably not as normal as I had thought and I am
in fact very lucky, but probably for different reasons than you may think. You will hear a lot
today and in the future of what a great business man he was and how he was integral in many
clubs and associations such as the town band and the British legion, however, I’d like to tell
you little about what he was like as my Grandad. The two things I realised when reading the
article was that he taught me to do things with pride and was an inspiring man - these things
are not something everyone has experience of growing up.
When I look back I remember a couple of memories that stand out which I will cherish,
weekday evenings sitting in the back lounge as a child with us all watching Coronation Street,
Sunday evening fish & meat dinners around the dining table at Audrey Lodge with everything
from tongue to cockles and freshly dressed crab, we used to cook fresh mussels and
samphire from the coast - often walking through the back door and they would already be
just cooked and covered in vinegar waiting for me and Simon to try them, claiming they were
the best mussels this year! I know every time I now eat a mussel, I will smile and think of my
Grandad.
My Grandad was the kind of person that always looked smart, I recently visited him in
hospital and he was sat up in his smart shirt & best trousers, although for the first time
minus a tie! I remember the 1st time I saw him wearing shorts, it was such a rarity that it
was very noticeable - his legs were almost blue from years of wearing smart trousers instead
of shorts. I think even with
the shorts he still had on a
tie! No matter what was
going on he took pride in his
appearance, this was
something you could see in
his home & his garden - it
was always full of flowers,
fruit and a perfectly cut
lawn.
Something that has become
apparent when talking to
friends is how much he was

There was applause as Jack Richards' coffin was carried through the
streets of Fakenham

present in my life, He was the kind of Granddad that always phoned to see how you were, at
least once a week, their phone would always be engaged in the evenings as they talked to
friends and family. He would often send me post which contained articles and cuttings from
motor transport magazines or the local paper - most recently I received post, which is always
exciting in this day and age, although this time destined for Marcus about Porsche car
auctions - whether thinking of me or people in my life he was always very thoughtful. I have
never known someone who can talk so much and about so many things. He often told stories
from years gone by and I was extremely proud when Marcus was listening to my Grandad's
stories in recent family get togethers. Even at 90 during his recent birthday in Brancaster
he was on the ball and able to have great conversations and discussions.
My Grandad had the ability to make you feel special, he had a sparkle in his eye that was kind
and generous, he was always extremely proud of me and my brother Simon. He told me how
proud he was of me coming back in to the business and I was so happy to be able to make him
proud - just as I am of him. He was generous and always wanted to share his experiences
and his hobbies, whether this was his coin collection or his old vehicles. There are not many
people as lucky as me to see his whole life laid out in a museum and be left a legacy on all the
UK roads of what a determined and amazing man he was. There are lots of other little
memories that I will treasure, but if I had to sum up my Grandad in one word it would be
Pride. He has taught me that you must be proud of who you are and ensure that everything
you do you must do it with pride.

Jack had written a book before he died and it has been published. The Book is called
“The Jack Richards Story” and costs £20 plus £3.50 postage, details from the
Secretary

Stanley Cameron Kelbie “Jock” Johnston
Jock Johnston, XC Sqn died in December. Jock was a
very keen member of XC Sqn Association and in later
days mainly responsible for its meetings and the
erection of a memorial to the Sqn on the village green
at Tuddenham. The following is from the address
given at his funeral service:
Jock was born into a whaling family, in Peterhead,
Scotland. The family had been whalers and fishermen
for generations. Jock went to school in Aberdeen but
didn’t want to join the family trade at sea, so straight
after school joined the RAF 90th Squadron, at the age
of seventeen. At that tender age he chose the RAF
rather than the Army because the RAF wore shoes,
rather than boots! As soon as he was in the RAF he
left home, to be trained for combat missions, and he

Jock beside the XC Sqn Memorial
at Tuddenham

celebrated his 18th birthday in London, hundreds of miles from home. He was airborne very
soon and flew on Stirlings as a rear gunner - tail-end Charlie - flying in missions all over
Europe.
When Stirlings were retired from service, Jock moved onto Lancasters. He flew with an
Australian pilot who was something of maverick, sitting lightly to orders, but Jock always
swore that pilot saved all their lives. Ignoring what was he was told to do by his superiors,
the pilot insisted on flying low, and was able to keep beneath the German radar. All of his
team survived the war, and they became a specialised unit, taking out bridges, canals and so
on in occupied territory.
During the war, Jock met Gale in her home town of Newmarket, and they were married here
in Norwich in St Ethleread’s Church while Jock was still in the RAF. The young couple lived in
various places in Norwich. To start with they lived with Gale’s mother, because Gale’s father
had died and they helped her mother over that difficult period. Then they lived for a spell in
Long Stratton, but soon moved back to Norwich again, to Randolph Road, where they
remained.
Jock left the RAF in 1947 and went to work at Lawrence Scott’s as an electrical engineer, a
job he kept for the whole of his working life until he retired.
During the war, Jock was responsible for looking after pigeons. Each plane carried two
pigeons, to be released if the plane was shot down, and it was Jock’s job to look after them.
He liked the birds, so after the war he took up racing pigeons as a hobby.
He was also a violinist, and although he claimed to play only for himself and his own pleasure,
he continued to play the fiddle even after he lost the top of his finger, teaching himself to
adapt to playing in a different way.
After he retired from work, Jock and Gale took up caravanning, which they very much
enjoyed, having some excellent holidays in their caravan. Gale and Jock had their diamond
wedding in 2006 and were very proud of their congratulations card from the queen, which
they displayed on the mantelpiece. Sadly, Gale died in 2010, but Jock coped well with that
sadness and remained as sharp as a tack until his last illness. He was very good at quiz
evenings, even at the age of 89. But Jock’s real delight was in boats. He had several boats
and he loved them. He loved to be on the water captaining his own boat and he was a member
of Carrow Yacht Club.
Jock was a kind and generous man, the sort who would do anything to help out anyone he
could. When Hamid arrived from Iran, alone and in need, Jock welcomed him into the family
where he became an honorary son, brother to Murray.
Jock was a church person, a valued member of the church at Trowse. He had a strong faith
in God and he lived by Christian principles. He was a man of peace, but recognised that peace
is well-nigh impossible in this world unless you fight for it.

Michael Abbott
Michael joined 622 Squadron in August 1944 as an air gunner in a crew of seven. His crew
went on to complete 30 operational missions against the enemy finishing their ‘tour’ of duty
on Christmas Eve. He was an accomplished air gunner whose responsibility it was to defend
the aircraft, often under fire from anti-aircraft guns and the deadly German night fighter
aircraft. It has often been said that all young men wanted to be a pilot however; every
member of the seven person crew were essential to survival. Only the most intelligent young
men went on to become aircrew in Bomber Command.
Michael’s missions were not without incident and heavily defended targets such as Frankfurt,
Essen & Dortmund were attacked. Perhaps the most significant operations were those that
supported the Allied invasion on D-Day and beyond. On several occasions the crew endured
anti-aircraft fire and returned to base regularly with holes in the aircraft. It really was a
team effort to survive!
This was just one example of the bravery and courage that was displayed on a daily basis on
Bomber Command squadrons up and down the country. The ‘Bomber Boys’ took the fight to
Germany with 55, 543 aircrew losing their lives, the highest loss rate of any armed service
during the Second World War.
As the years pass the interest into Bomber Command grows and in June 2012 a magnificent
memorial to Bomber Command was unveiled in Green Park London by Her Majesty the Queen.
This memorial goes some way to rectify the injustice of Bomber Command never having being
honoured for over 65 Years.
Howard Sandall

622 Squadron Historian

Tommy ‘Tam’ Condie
Tommy’s son Tam writes: The
thing that strikes me thinking
of him was that behind the wee
character, who could tell a
story that could keep you
enthralled and believing until
the punch-line was a warm
individual full of love,
knowledge and wisdom.
Our house was a Christian home
of a large extended family, he
and my Mother would always
find room at the table if
someone appeared

Tommy Condie at Tuddenham with all his crew.

unexpectedly when all the relations were here for “the party”. Neighbours became friends,

newcomers became friends, and friends became family. It was a way of life that we can
identify with a bygone time but it was one that endured to the end with Tommy. It’s hard to
think of those times without mentioning the partnership of “Tommy and Betty” At those
occasions he would keep everyone entertained. “Everyone”, meant entertaining the children
first with the elephant sketch where he would put the sleeve of a coat over his head for the
trunk and deposit a “message” in the middle of the floor pure childish humour, and then
progress to the more risqué humour for the adults. The Auld Rugged Cross was sung with
perfect harmonies and the mouth organ and the concertina provided a full night’s
entertainment. There was always room for those who wanted to stay as long as they didn’t
mind the military style camp beds that would be assembled in the middle of the floor. Later
they invested in a Z Bed which was boxed in and used as a shelf.
For me, my Dad was an individual who worked hard for his family, caring for us and providing
for us in a modest and unassuming way. His maxim was: God, family, duty and service. He
taught us from an early age that the best book is the Bible. He maintained that the answers
to everything are in the Bible. My Dad’s RAF service was always a big part of his life and it
was woven into every story he ever told. No matter what the subject was, there was sure to
be a similar experience during those years at RAF Tuddenham! Like all his old comrades, he
was modest in what they had achieved collectively for our country. But those years had cast
a die that would stamp its impression on a generation that was solid and unshakeable, like an
impenetrable foundation which would support what was earned by service and sacrifice.
There was an instinct what was right and what was wrong. He took that ethos into his
working life becoming a shop steward for the electrical trades union, a connection that would
last into his seventies. He disliked the impression that was presented, that the public
perception of a trades union was that of militancy. In stark contrast he saw it as the
collective help for those who would be exploited, it was always about helping others,
welcoming them into the family.
It’s documented that he was one of Motherwell FC’s greatest fans and saw them win the
league! But to quell the excitement of watching the “Well” he became a collector, a
numismatist and a cartophilist (coins and cigarette cards!). There was also the exotic jam and
chutney making turning exotic supermarket fruits into preserves. Latterly, with Mary, who
cared for him, he became an expert on Bargain Hunt. A nautical item of different knots in a
frame caused him to say “well that says it all – money for old rope!” His humour and warmth
were with him to the end.

Warrant Officer John D Crago RAAF
John Crago, a former member of 622 Sqn passed away on 2nd September 2014 in Applecross
Western Australia. John walked into the recruiting office in Perth Australia in early 1942
eventually becoming a wireless operator.
After completing his basic training in Australia he sailed to England on the troop ship ‘Nieuw
Amsterdam’ via Wellington New Zealand and New York where he enjoyed five days in the ‘Big

Apple.’ On 9th November 1943 he disembarked along with several thousand US Army
personnel in Greenock Scotland. A posting to No.6 Advanced Flying Unit was completed
followed a few weeks afterwards by a posting to No. 26 OTU at Wing in Buckinghamshire
where he ‘crewed up’ with another Australian Flying Officer Frank Stephens.
In early September 1944, John and his crew joined No.622, several notable operations were
carried out however; one in particular stands out for special mention.
The target of Koblenz was selected to be attacked on 6th November 1944. F/O Stephens set
course for the target, approaching the France/ Belgium border, the aircraft developed
engine trouble culminating with the engine propeller ‘wind milling’. The flight engineer was
unable to feather the engine resulting in it catching fire, eventually the second engine on the
starboard side cut out. The port engines were now working hard to compensate and one of
them had to be throttled back due to overheating. The aircraft was losing height and the
pilot gave the order to bail out which they all did apart from the pilot and flight engineer.
John hit the ground hard and was dragged along by his parachute. He was apprehended by an
American soldier who took him to a forward US Air Base at Rosee in Belgium where he met
up with the other members of his crew. He learned that the pilot had crash landed the
aircraft on the air strip blocking the runway.
After a period of evaluation John returned to 622 Sqn as a spare wireless operator where he
flew with several different pilots eventually completing 23 operations by the end of
hostilities. Ironically his first operation back on the squadron was to Koblenz.
On 1st July 2014, I had the opportunity to meet John and another member of his crew in
London where we enjoyed a wonderful meal. It was especially nice to meet him after several
years of corresponding; he portrayed a persona of kindness and humility a trait so often
associated with his generation. John was very proud of his time in Bomber Command and he
attended many events in remembrance of lost comrades. He was particularly proud to
represent the RAAF at the unveiling of the Bomber Command memorial in June 2012.
Howard Sandall

622 Sqn Historian.

Richard “Dick” Perry RNZAF
Richard “Dick” Perry RNZAF of 218 Sqn passed away on May 14th 2014, he was 90. Dick was
a driving force behind the association in the early years and contributed regularly up until
2013.
Dick was one of those rare breeds who was a qualified pilot but opted for re-training to get
operational sooner due to the abundance of qualified pilots. After gaining his wings in Dec
1942, Dick started training as an observer in Canada. Once qualified he arrived in England
during the winter of 1943/44, after a stay in Brighton he began his final phase of training
before operations starting at No.11 O.T.U RAF Oakley from where he was posted onto
No.1651 Con.Unit at RAF Wratting Common. Conversion to the Avro Lancaster was carried at
No.3 L.F.S at RAF Feltwell. Dick was posted to No.218 (Gold Coast) Squadron which at the
time was stationed at RAF Methwold arriving on September 30th 1944. His skipper was

Australian Flight Lieutenant Keith “Robbie” Roberts RAAF. The crew opened their bating on
October 7th 1944, a daylight against Kleve. There followed a further 29 operations in which
time the crew operated in the capacity of base leader and deputy group leader on a number
of raids the last of which was flown against the marshalling yards at Hohenburg on February
9th 1945.
Dick finished the war as a flight lieutenant and returned to New Zealand, but eventually
moved to Canada in 1952 where he started a very successful business, Perry Engineering.
Steve Smith

No.218 (Gold Coast) Squadron Association

William E ‘Bill’ Lister
Bill was born in Chippenham in Wiltshire on Tuesday the 7th of November 1922 to Esther
Madonna who had gone down to stay with her parents until the arrival of her baby as her
husband was a Naval man and often away at sea working on the White Star Line.
From a very young boy Bill and his younger brother, Fred, were brought up in Fareham in
Hampshire, a rural environment in the 1920s & 1930s, until they matured into young men. It
was quite a struggle at times for their mother Esther who was widowed having to bring up 2
boys on her own with very little outside support.
Bill’s family had strong connections with the Royal and Merchant Navy and it had been
expected that he would enlist when he was old enough but Bill had other ideas. Aged about 18
while constructing Nissan huts for a new RAF base at Conington in 1940 he and his fellow
workers had to dive for cover when a German Stuka dive bomber appeared out of the sky and
delivered its bomb load and fired at the civilian construction crew on the ground. Luckily
nobody was injured or killed. Bill vowed to get his own back and decided that joining the RAF
was the way forward. His family were hoping that he would have joined the Navy as many of
his relatives had done before him.
Now aged 19 he said goodbye to his mother and brother and made his way to RAF Padgate in
Cheshire where he enlisted as a volunteer on the 12th of December 1941 and his basic
communications and navigation training began. After a few months he continued his technical
education as RAF Yatesbury in Wiltshire which specialised in Radio and Radar technologies.
The RAF realised it would need a large number of radio operators so built No. 2 Electrical
and Wireless School, later renamed No. 2 Radio School. The theory of wireless and Morse
code were taught on the ground and Dominie and Proctor aircraft were used for the aerial
training. In 1942 a heavily guarded compound was built at the Eastern end of the camp to
teach the new top-secret radar. This was originally known as No. 9 RDF School but was
quickly changed to No. 9 Radio School presumably to confuse the Germans. Over 19,000 men
and women were trained there of which Bill was one.
Later in 1942 Bill was posted to a RAF base in Buckinghamshire where he commenced his
aircrew training. In August 1943 he passed out as a flight sergeant and later that month he
crewed up with Plt Off Jack Lunn who remained a friend for the remainder of his life. So, 2
years and 8 months after volunteering Bill was operational flying initially on Wellington

bombers. A little time later he was posted to RAF Mildenhall in Suffolk where he became a
member of 622 squadron flying in Avro Lancaster’s.Bill flew in the famous GI-J, which went
on to complete over 100 operations. He flew on missions over Berlin, Brunswick, Magdeburg,
Leipzig, Stuttgart and Nuremburg, where there were heavy losses, Cologne, Dusseldorf,
Nantes in France and many others. On D Day, June the 6th 1944 the invasion of Europe
started and by the 9th of July that year Bill had flown his 30th and final mission to Linsel in
Germany after which he gave his thanks to the “great duty pilot in the sky” for surviving.
Afterwards the crew split up, and after some well-deserved leave, Bill continued his flying
career in the RAF in a supporting role out in Burma and India where the war continued. By
now he had left his base in Scotland and was a crew member flying in DC3s in 238 Squadron
and living in very basic conditions in the Far East. The Japanese air force were still active
but not on the scale of the Germans.
While Bill and his aircrew chums were stationed in India they befriended a little monkey who
became quite tame and would come into their barrack hut and take food from them. One day
it became obvious that the monkey was not at all well and they realised that it had been
bitten by a wild dog and had developed an abscess. Bill and his friends all knew that they
couldn’t stand by and watch the poor little monkey suffer, so after a few beers that night
they all drew straws to see who would carry out the operation to lance the abscess and clean
the wound. Remember, this was a wild animal! Bill drew the short straw and took the role of
surgeon and led the operation assisted by his colleagues. He gave the monkey a shot of
morphine and then cleaned the area of infected skin with a locally distilled spirit and the
abscess was lanced, cleaned and dressed. The monkey was then nursed back to health making
a full recovery to everybody’s delight. Bill was not only an RAF Flight Sergeant it looked like
he had a possible career as a vet!
Bill continued to fly right up to the end of the Second World War patrolling the Papua New
Guinea region and it was when he was in Adelaide Australia the news came on the afternoon
of August the 15th 1945 that victory had been declared in the Far East and Japan had
surrendered signalling the end to his war time flying career. To celebrate Bill and his buddy
Tom, who was the pilot, decided to fly between the twin spires of Adelaide Cathedral. The
Aussies loved the spectacle but the Bishop of Adelaide was less than impressed!
In 1946 Bill returned to the UK to continue his career in Wales at RAF Llandwrog in a ground
based role where he was 2nd in command of about 200 personnel until his transfer back to
RAF Odiham in Hampshire, which is 30 miles from his childhood home in Fareham.
As the 1940’s were drawing to a close and Bill joined the Military Police for a 3 year period
which led to him joining the Metropolitan Police service in 1950. No doubt the camaraderie
he had experienced serving in the Royal Air Force may well have influenced this decision.

Courtesy of Bill’s dear wife Kath and his family.

Don Meese
Donald worked in the Sheffield Steel works prior to volunteering and joining the RAF in
1943. Whilst still in Sheffield he helped with fire fighting and assisting people to shelters
after raids had caused explosions at the gas works.
Donald did initial training in Torquay and London in 1943 and was then posted to 615
Squadron Bomber Command in Chedburgh and eventually joined 622 Squadron based at
Mildenhall in Suffolk. Donald learned to fly on simulators in his spare time. As a flight
engineer he was very aware that in the event of a pilot being injured or killed, another crew
member would be needed to be able to fly the aircraft.
Early in June 1944: Flight Sgt Meese was the flight engineer/co-pilot on a Lancaster that
was part of a bombing mission the Pas de Calais/Northern Region of France. Lancasters had
been recently adapted to take a greater bomb load with some guns removed on the
underside. Planes had to perform a ‘corkscrew’ type manoeuvre to avoid fighters and would
‘tip’ the wings to check if any fighters were about below them.
In the early hours of the morning they flew into clouds after releasing their load. A German
fighter attacked from below and the Lancaster was hit, its wings catching fire and the
controls badly affected. The crew had literally seconds to get out when the call came from
the pilot, “Emergency, bale out!” Mr Meese and four of the crew baled out, however the Pilot
and the Upper Rear Mid Gunner were killed when the plane came down near St Omer.
Mr Meese recalls jumping out, pulling the rip cord and nothing happening, however at some
point he says he straightened out, the plywood front of his chute came up, the webbing hit
the sides of his face, but his chute opened.
He landed in 10/10ths pitch darkness in a field and promptly buried his parachute and set off
through the fields. At one point he lay down in a corn field to collect his thoughts and then
realised that in getting to the centre of the field he would have left a trail that the Germans
could spot from the air. He stuck to the fields going along the hedges and as it became light
started to head for a church. He met up with four French men, two of whom ran away when
they realised he was an English flier, the other two sent him in a direction that they said
would take him through an area where there were no Germans. After blundering into an area
of minefield, Mr Meese, who was only 19 years of age realised that the lanes were probably
safer. He turned his flying jacket inside out and cut his flying boots down and began walking
down a lane, which was bordered by high hedges. He decided that his best hope in being
mistaken for a Frenchman was to sing the only French song he knew “Clair de lune”. However
at around 7.30am he became aware of someone emerging from the hedges behind him, felt a
tap on his shoulder and was taken into custody by four Wehrmacht soldiers.
He was taken in a ‘massive German car’ to a castle and at some point reunited with the other
surviving members of the crew. He was offered coffee, which he says he spat out, and he
wouldn’t eat any food offered. At some point he was taken to identify the plane wreckage at
the crash site, and the two crew members who had died. The surviving crew were taken to a

Gestapo Jail in Lille and over a number of weeks subjected to varying degrees of torture,
mainly psychological, but also physical.
It was whilst in solitary confinement in Lille prison that Mr Meese experienced a kind act
from a young German that was to change his opinion of all Germans being bad. A young lad
came in singing ‘Lilli Marlene’ and shared his food and some cigarettes with them.
Donald finished up as a prisoner in Stalag Luft 7 POW camp in Upper Silesia in German
Poland. Towards the end of 1944 with the Russians advancing from the East the Nazis
started moving POW’s back toward the German lines and the River Oder. In January with
snow thick on the ground prisoners were taken from the POW camp and embarked on a 650
mile walk towards Dormstadt. At the time they had no idea where they were going and Mr
Meese, who had managed to keep fairly fit had no intention of marching west towards
Germany. Together with a Dutch friend, Paul Vermulen, a member of the OSS he hid behind
a woodpile when the prisoners were halted in a brickworks. Establishing they had 16 seconds
when their sentry guards turned during their furthest time apart the two men gradually ran
desperately towards the forest.
Using the night sky to navigate the two men spent 8 days trekking through snow bound
forest in soviet liberated Poland. At night
they would huddle together for warmth
listening to air and artillery barrages around
them, the cold was so intense that their
boots were frozen in the morning. They were
on the point of giving up when a Russian plane
flew over as they attempted to enter a
village the Russians fought over the previous
night. A jeep full of Russians were initially
unconvinced the two men were escaped
POW’s, but using sign language the men
managed to convince the commanding officer
and the Russians took them away and fed
them.
During their time on the run, Donald and Paul
were discovered hiding in a barn by a young
German girl collecting eggs. The young girl
persuaded the farmer not to give them up
and to let them rest before setting off again
for the Russian lines.

The poster for the film based on Don’s and his
Wife’s experiences

Donald was later to meet up with this young
German girl in Czestochowa and to save her from the liberating Russians, married her and
brought her to England as his wife.

Donald was the only British soldier to escape through Russian lines, and the only Englishman
to marry a German girl in the course of the war.
In 1945 their marriage was front page news in all the national newspapers and Mai Zetterling
starred in a play at the Sheffield Royal, based on their story which was later turned into a
film ‘Frieda’. What started out as a marriage of convenience became a long lasting love story.
Howard Sandall

622 Sqn Historian

Fg Off Stanley G Watson Wireless Operator/Air Gunner
It is with sadness that the Mildenhall Register records the loss of another of XV Squadron’s
World War Two flyers.
Stanley Graham Watson was born in Burntisland, on the north side of the Firth of Forth,
Fife, Scotland, on 8th January 1921. As soon as he was able, young Stanley enlisted for
service with the Royal Air Force Volunteer Reserve.
Having undertaken his training, and qualified as a wireless operator, Stanley was promoted to
the rank of sergeant and posted to an operational training unit. He then moved on to a heavy
conversion unit, where he became acquainted with the intricacies of the Lancaster bomber.
At the end of August 1943, having been declared ready for operational flying duties
Sergeant Watson was posted, along with his pilot and crew, to No.620 Squadron, based at
RAF Chedburgh, Suffolk.
A few nights after his arrival at Chedburgh, on 5th September 1943, Flying Officer Johnny
Crozier, Stanley’s pilot, was detailed to fly as second pilot with Flt Sgt P. G. Quayle on an
attack against Mannheim. Unfortunately, the Stirling MK.III bomber, serial EH931, coded
QS-O, on which Johnny Crozier was flying, was attacked by an enemy night-fighter and shot
down. Four of the crew were killed, whilst the remaining four, including Fg Off Crozier,
survived and were all taken prisoners of war.
Being without a pilot to lead them, Stanley Watson and the remainder of the crew were remustered pending the arrival of a new pilot. Within two months of losing his original pilot,
Sergeant Watson reported for duty at RAF Mildenhall, as a member of the crew headed by
Sergeant Alan Amies.
With No.XV Squadron undergoing conversion from Stirling bombers to Lancaster bombers,
the months of November and December 1943 were taken up with training flights and various
flying exercises. It was not until 14th January 1944, that the squadron was declared ready
for operational flying. That same night, Sergeant Watson undertook his first operational
sortie with No.XV; an attack against Brunswick. This was to be the first of fourteen such
attacks that Stanley Watson participated in, flying with Alan Amies. The targets they
attacked, between January and April, included three raids on Berlin, two sorties against
Stuttgart, Aachen, Cologne, Dusselfdorf, Frankfurt, Leipzig, Madgeburg and Nuremburg.
During March/April, Stanley Watson was promoted to the rank of Flight Sergeant.

By the beginning of May 1944, Alan Amies had become both an experienced pilot and a
popular member of the squadron. He had also been granted a commission and promoted in the
rank of Acting Flight Lieutenant. On the night of 11th/12th May 1944, Flt Lt Amies was
instructed to participate in an attack, with an inexperienced crew, against Leuven.
Unfortunately, the aircraft was shot down by a night-fighter and crashed with the loss of
the whole crew.
Seven days after the loss of his pilot and friend, Stanley found himself flying with another
very experienced pilot who had been awarded a DFC very early in his operational career. It
was with Flight Lieutenant Oliver Brooks DFC that Stanley would fly further operational
sorties; a number of which were in preparation for the D-Day landings. Apart from two minelaying sorties, and three against further Germany cities, Stanley also flew against targets at
Bolougne, Le Mans, Lisieux and Trappes.
When Squadron Leader Brooks completed his ‘tour’ of operations, Stanley Watson and the
rest of the crew flew with Squadron Leader Pat Carden, DFC, another experienced pilot and
former flying instructor. Under Pat Carden’s guidance, Stanley completed a further seven
operational sorties, all but one being against targets in France, where German troop
resistance caused problems for the advancing Allied armies.
Later, having been posted away from No.XV Squadron, Stanley joined No.75 (New Zealand)
Squadron. He was granted a commission in the rank of Pilot Officer, received promotion in
the rank of Flying Officer and was awarded a Distinguished Flying Cross; the latter being
gazetted on 26th October 1945.
Stanley Watson, described by his family as a quiet, thoughtful and courageous man, died on
29th October 2014, two months after his beloved wife Margaret, whom he had married in
1945. His funeral took place at Whitley Bay Crematorium on 21st November 2014.
The Mildenhall Register offers its’ most sincere condolences to Stanley’s son Richard, and
the rest of Stanley’s family including his grandchildren and great-grandchildren.
Martyn R. Ford-Jones

XV Squadron Historian

Flight Sergeant Ernest Herbert George Potkins
Flight Sergeant Ernest Potkins, a former member 622 Squadron, died on 25th December
2013 in Worthing. He was a Suffolk man, having been born in Ipswich in 1925. On leaving
school he worked in the engineering firm Ransomes, Simms and Jeffries. Ransomes was world
famous for their production of agricultural machinery and lawnmowers, but they also supplied
parts for De Havilland Mosquitoes during WW2.
Ernest joined the RAF in early 1943 and underwent training to become a wireless operator.
His training took him to No.20 Initial Training Wing and then on to No.29 Operational Training
Unit at RAF North Luffenham where he teamed up with Flying Officer C.B. Moore RAAF. He
commenced operations in February 1945 and although the war in the air was coming to an
end, Ernest’s operations were not without incident. On a daylight operation to Cologne in

March 1945 the aircraft was hit by anti-aircraft fire in the starboard outer engine setting it
on fire and rendering it useless. The direct hit also resulted in a total loss of hydraulics and
a forced landing on an emergency airfield.
The crew went on to complete 13 operations finishing their ‘tour’ of duty in May 1945 with 3
humanitarian food drops to the starving Dutch population and 5 towards the repatriation of
POW’s to England.
Post war Ernest remained in the RAF and was part of a crew to join 1348 Air Sea Rescue
(ASR) Flight. In 1946 his crew flew a Lancaster 7,500 miles to Burma in less than 37 hours
with airborne motor lifeboats slung underneath the aircraft. He also flew in North Africa
and the Middle East with 621, 18 and 38 squadrons until he was released from the RAF in
August 1947.
Ernest's service to his country, however,
didn't end with the RAF, he joined the
police force in Suffolk and later returned
to military life, this time serving in the
army with the Royal Signals.
Unfortunately, he sustained an injury in
an accident while on active service in the
war in Cyprus and this eventually cut
short his army career.
Retiring early from civilian life as a war
pensioner, Ernest spent the rest of his
life in Sussex with his wife and 3
children. He particularly enjoyed his

Ernest Potkins featured at the very back
sitting in the doorway

garden, supplying the family with fruit, salads and vegetables, and bunches of flowers. He
had a great sense of humour, and was a devoted grandfather whose presence will always be
felt by his family.
Howard Sandall & Jenny Potkins.

Dr William “Bill” Woods,
At the time of going to press we have received the sad news of the death
of Dr William .E. Woods RAAF- 622 Sqn.
Flt Lt Bill Woods completed a tour of 32 operations as a pilot from July-December 1944
mainly flying in Lancaster HK616, GI-W with the distinctive nose art of 'BILL THE CONK' .
The crew named the Lancaster to reflect Flt Lt Wood's aptitude as a pilot and equated his
skills to that of William the Conqueror. His first name was Bill and the identification letter
was 'W'. Bill Woods returned to Australia in 1945 and trained to become a doctor in Sydney
eventually retiring in his 80th year'.
Howard Sandall

622 Sqn Historian

Don Woon
Don passed away in 2012, but it wasn’t until a second newsletter was returned that the

Register wrote to his home town in the hopes of finding him again. The following is Courtesy
of the Loxton News, Australia.
In 1998, Loxton resident Don Woon was recognised in the Queen’s Birthday honours list
when he received the Medal of the Order of Australia. That award crowned others he
received in recognition of his long contribution to the community, local government, the RSL
and sport.
Those accolades included the Riverland Citizen of the Year award and also an award for his
contribution to Riverland sport.
Born at Loxton into a local farming family, Mr Woon lived all his life in the district apart
from his war service in the RAAF, one year spent in the South East of South Australia and
schooling in Adelaide. He died in Adelaide on May 30 this year at the age of 89.
Mr Woon was posted to the UK after enlisting in the RAAF and was in a Lancaster bomber
crew on XV Sqn which flew operations over Germany. (He was a W/Op, completing 31

operations, 30 with Lou Marrion’s crew and one other as a replacement of another crew’s sick
tail gunner.)
He returned to the family farm after the war and his long involvement with sport began.
A member of six premiership teams when Loxton dominated the Riverland football
competition in the two decades following the war, Mr Woon also spent many years on the
club’s management committee and on the Riverland League executive. He was a Riverland
selector for 20 years, served on the league tribunal and was a media contributor, writing
match reports for local newspapers for many years. Cricket was his real passion and his
playing career with Loxton spanned 30 years, during which he represented the Riverland on
numerous occasions and played in many country carnivals. President of the Riverland Turf
Cricket Association for almost two decades, he subsequently became that body’s patron. Mr
Woon was a member of the SA Cricket Association’s country committee for almost 40 years
and was that committee’s delegate to the SACA for 18 years. He was a prime mover in
establishing the Australian country cricket championships, chaired the national committee
and managed SA teams.
Mr Woon was also involved in the local organisation for visits to the Riverland by
international cricket sides West Indies, England and New Zealand, and also the 1989 Youth
World Cup which was held in the Riverland.
He was made a life member of the Loxton football and cricket clubs and the Riverland
Cricket Association in recognition of his contribution to those bodies. Active in the RSL for
many years, Mr Woon served terms as Loxton sub-branch president, state councillor for the
RSL division of Chaffey and state vice-president. He was made a life member of the RSL and
was in the RSL party for the 70th anniversary Anzac observance at Gallipoli in 1985.

His 35-year involvement with Legacy in the Riverland included terms as group president and
secretary.
Mr Woon was also involved in local government for a decade after being elected as a ward
representative on the Loxton Council in 1960 and served on the town’s caravan park
management committee. While farming, he was active on primary industry committees at
branch and zone level for many years. Mr Woon and his wife Eileen moved into Loxton from
their Pyap West farm in 1983 and he embarked on a new career with MLC insurance over the
following decade.

Fatal Collision
On the 20th September 1944, a tragic event sent a shockwave around RAF Mildenhall, one
that is still vivid in the minds today of those who witnessed the event 70 years ago.
The base was instructed to attack the German positions at Calais for a daylight operation,
No. 622 Squadron sent seventeen Lancasters to the target. At the pre-flight briefing all
assembled were told to fly in three ‘vic’ formations. Shortly after take-off, the ‘vic’
formations were established much to the consternation of the pilots. Whilst climbing the
aircraft entered thick cloud, perilous for formation flying. From his rear turret, W/O Bill
Hickling witnessed what happened next:
“We were losing sight of the Lancaster on our starboard side, when we veered too much to

port. It was the most intense and frightening experience imaginable, it felt like ages before
we finally broke through the clouds. What happened next is etched in my memory and at the
time it was a surreal incident that I could not believe was happening. Two Lancaster’s
appeared out of the clouds together in a grotesque embrace after obviously colliding in the
cloud. The two aircraft appeared to hang in the air for a brief period and then fall
backwards out of control and start spiralling down.”
The two aircraft, LL802 & LM167 crashed near the village of Wormingford near Colchester
taking fifteen young men to their deaths. LM167 was carrying an additional airman. He had
been seen the night before partying with an attractive blonde lady who served behind the
bar in the ‘Bird in Hand.’ Superstitious aircrew named her the ‘Chop Blonde,’ everyone who
got close to her failed to return!
A full RAF investigation was commissioned and the crash was attributed to pilot error in
cloud. According to the report findings, both pilots should have opened out in cloud to avoid
collision. Four of the aircrew are buried in the War Graves Cemetery at Beck Row Church
Mildenhall. Five others are buried in the War Graves Cemetery at Cambridge; the remainder
were taken home to be buried in a local church yard near to their families.

On 20th September 2014, Anthony & Robert Dryland attended the grave of Sergeant
Edward. J. Dryland the flight engineer in LL802, in Beck Row Cemetery. Their attendance on
this particular day was to pay their respects to their Father seventy years to the day after
the crash occurred. They laid a wooden cross of remembrance on all four of the aircrew’s
graves from both aircraft.
When their Father died, Anthony
was 8 years old and Robert 4. They
stood in silence at his grave
respecting the sacrifice he made.
Their childhood memories, which
have remained undiminished with
time, were reflected upon.
Anthony and Robert spent further
time paying their respects at all the
other war graves at St. John's
Church Beck Row and would like
recognition to be made of the

Anthony & Robert Dryland visiting
the Beck Row Cemetery

tremendous care and attention given to their upkeep. Our admiration and thanks are
boundless. It is comforting to know this will continue in perpetuity.
Howard Sandall

622 Sqaudron Histiron

(The last two paragraphs have been contributed by Anthony & Robert.)

Information please
Mike Holmes contacted me by e-mail saying: -“I wonder if you can help me” - “My Dad was
stationed at RAF Mildenhall from
Oct 1945 till May 1947 and I am
trying to trace his time there and
if any of his fellow RAF colleges
are still alive.
My Dad is now 87 years old and
only 2 years ago I managed to get
his medals for him - a nice Xmas
present I think.”
Mike went on to say his father
was Ronald W Holmes 1813950
and gave me an interesting link to

Ron is third from the left in the back row

a website http://www.airmuseum.ca/web/2010/1003.html from which I have borrowed a
picture of Ron in training. On the web site, he and his father have detailed Ron’s career,
training to be a navigator in Canada on Canadian built Ansons, before returning to the UK as

war was coming to an end. He was stationed at RAFs Locking and Metheringham, before a
posting to Mildenhall followed. The picture (above) from the web page shows Ron with all the
cadets. If anyone has any information please contact Mike through our secretary as normal.
(XV Squadron historian Martyn Ford Jones is looking into this posting and will be reporting
back to Mike).
A later e-mail contained a couple of pictures of a post war air show at Mildenhall. These are
reproduced as best we can here.

This picture shows a line consisting of a: Cadet

This second one shows an Avro Anson next to an Airspeed

Glider, a Harvard, an unidentified plane, a Spitfire

Oxford. Note the armoured car

& a Hurricane

An Anson flies again

in the right foreground.
a Harvard, an unidentified plane, a Spitfire & a
Hurricane

Dee Boneham sent in an article about the first flight of a restored Anson in New Zealand.
A love affair involving 100 people
has come to fruition when Bill and
Robyn Reid's Avro Anson took off
from Nelson Airport after a 10year restoration.
The Reids have been helped by a
wide variety of people experienced
in all disciplines related to aircraft
restoration as the 1936 aircraft
has been meticulously prepared for
a return to the skies. Mr Reid, who
bought this plane and another as a
spare from Australia's Airworld

The restored Anson

Museum in northern Victoria, originally thought the project would take three years!
"I haven't regretted it at all. I still enjoy working on it, it's not as if it's become a drag."

The engines have been tested and two top aerobatic pilots, Cathay Pacific captain Dave
Phillips and former Royal Air Force Red Arrows team member Sean Perrett, now with the
New Zealand Air Force. They flew the first flights, with Mr Reid going along as co-pilot.
This is the second WW2 aircraft
that the New Zealanders have
restored and flown again. The FB26
Mosquito, KA114, took its first flight
in September also. The plane is
destined to spend its life in the US
though. Shame we won’t be seeing it
on the UK show circuit.
As one comment says "They (the New

.
The FB26 Mosquito

Zealanders) deserve a George Medal
for what they are currently achieving".

Death of Fred Panton MBE
An event that I was privilaged to attend last year was the memorial service for Fred Panton
MBE. Many of you will know that Fred and his brother Harold own ‘the other Lancaster’ that
resides, in working order, (if only taxiing form as yet,)
in the Lincolnshire Aviation Heritage Centre East
Kirkby.
Fred passed away on the 9th June and the service was
held on a very warm Sunday in July.
The star of the event for me was the entry of ‘Just
Jane’ to the proceedings. All present had gathered in
the hanger where she normally sat and there was an
expectant buzz that ‘Jane was to be taxied to the
door, just prior to the ceremony beginning.
So it was spine tingling to hear the crackle of her
engines being fired up somewhere outside and then the
noise increasing steadily as she approached the apron
outside the hanger doors.
First the bomb-aimers dome came into view and then the nose, the spinning propellors ahead
of those gloriously tuneful Merlins, just on tickover as she crept into full view.
Slowly she was swung nose on to the gathered audience and carefully approached the gaping
hanger entrance. With brakes on, first the two inner motors were run up to full power (a
blessing as it moved the hot still air from the hanger and provided some respite). Allowed to
bellow for a minute or so, they were throttled back and the two outer motors similarly voiced
their salute.

As all four Merlins were shutdown a ripple of applause began, growing to a crescendo as the
crew made Jane safe and joined us for the proceedings. There were a few handkerchiefs in
use as well, mine included.
The ceremony was a fitting tribute to Fred. It came with the pledge that the family is still
working towards making ‘Just Jane’ airworthy. Four brand new Merlins on display were
testimony to this promise. The last link in their great plan.
Geoff Reynolds

The Truth about who were “The Few”
(This is the Author’s view, we will leave it to you to make up your own mind!)
On Tuesday 20th August 1940, at 3.52 pm, the Prime Minister, Winston Churchill, gave the
House of Commons one of those periodic reviews on the progress of the war. After referring
to the work and achievments of the Royal Navy, he
turned to the war in the air.
“The gratitude of every home in our Island, in our
Empire and indeed throughout the world, except in
the abodes of the guilty, goes out to the British
airmen, who, undaunted by the odds, unwearied in
their constant challenge and mortal danger, are
turning the tide of the war by their prowess and
by their devotion. Never, in the field of human
conflict was so much owed by so many to so few, all

Winston Churchill

hearts go out to the fighter pilots, whose brilliant
actions we see with our own eyes every day after day, but we must never forget all the
times, night after night, month after month, our Bomber squadrons travel far into Germany.
They find their targets in the darkness by the highest navigational skills, aim their attacks,
often under the heaviest of fire, often with serious loss, with deliberate, careful
discrimination, and inflict shattering blows upon the whole of the technical and war making
structure of the Nazi power. On no part of the Royal Air Force does the weight of the war
fall more heavily than that on the daylight bombers who will play an invaluable part in the
case of invasion and whose unflinching zeal it has been necessary in the meanwhile on
numerous occasions to restrain”
It is clear that this tribute to the “Few” in fact referred just as much to Bomber Command
aircrew as to Fighter Command pilots. It was the Press, who by selection, bent his words to
hijack the credit for the more glamorous and obvious fighter boys alone and for whom the
just tribute has subsequently been reserved. However unfair that was, it was probably
impossible, anyway from a propaganda and morale angle, unwise in the climate of the time, for
any correction by Churchill himself or by anyone else. It was Bomber Command aircraft that

destroyed the invasion barges lying in the French ports. The only surprise is that the full
attribution has never been recognised by war historians or the media in general.
After the war all politicians shrank away from acknowledging the great contribution that the
Allied bomber forces had made to the early ending of hostilities. In fact, the Far East
conflict was ended by bombing alone; or at least the threat of the third atom bomb being
dropped on Tokyo brought about Japan’s unconditional surrender.
Now full appreciation of the leadership of ‘Bomber’ Harris should be given and the full
speech, giving the true words of the greatest British leader of all time, be made known to
the world at large.
As soon as the war in Europe was over there
was naturally plenty of enjoyment and
happiness amongst the people of Britain.
However, the mood, particularly among
politicians changed dramatically. The Chief of
Bomber Command, Sir Arthur Harris, was put
on the pillory and made a scapegoat for
political reasons which was also a slight on
Bomber Command.
Winston Churchill, of all people, had a
complete change of heart, apparantly thinking

Sir Arthur Harris talking with some of his
“boys”

only of his political position. The politician and historian in him obviously alerted him to what
the damage caused by the bombing of cities like Dresden might do to his reputation, so he
distanced himself from Bomber Command, placing all the blame on Arthur Harris. Secret
records have since revealed that Churchill promised Stalin that he would make certain that
German cities would be destroyed by the RAF Bomber Command.
Winston Churchill conveniently appeared to forget, for political reasons again, how the
Germans had destroyed some of our cities with bombs, V1s and V2s and in doing so had killed,
maimed and injured a lot of innocent people.
In Churchill’s Victory broadcast to the Nation in May 1945 he made various contributions to
the armed forces, but failed to mention Bomber Command, which did not go unnoticed by a
lot of the Command’s personnel.
Postscript:The Battle of Britain dates are officially recorded as 8th August to 31st October
1940. (Churchill’s speech was on the 20th August). The number of German aircraft claimed to
have been destroyed in daylight over the UK in that period was 1887, the majority shot down
by Hurricanes, but the Spitfire gained the acclaim of the media. Fighter Command lost 1023
aircraft, 375 pilots killed and 358 wounded. Bomber Command losses for the same period
were 376 aircraft, 803 crew killed and hundreds more injured, with a further 200 becoming
POWs. A total of 55,573 Bomber Command aircrew were killed by 1945. Hundreds more were
injured or became POWs.
Tom Payne

XV & XC Sqns

Recently published books with a connection to the Register
D-Day Bomber Command
D-Day Bomber Command –Failed To Return- was released in time for the official launch at
the Imperial War Museum Duxford D-Day airshow on 24th-25th May 2014. The successful
‘Fighting High Publishing’ company owned by well-known author Steve Darlow gathered
together a mix of previously published authors, all of whom have specialist knowledge of the
subject.
Howard Sandall the 622 Squadron historian, contributed a chapter which tells the story of
Sgt Jack Trend (XV Sqn) who was shot down on 13th June 1944 over Holland. Jack was the
only survivor and with the help of the Dutch Résistance managed to evade and return back to
the UK.
The September 2014 edition of ‘Britain at War’ magazine voted it ‘Book of the Month’ and
provided the following review: ‘written to a high standard … Each story is, by its very nature,

tragic, but the authors refrain from using highly emotive language, letting the facts, and the
survivors, speak for themselves.’

THE ‘EASY’ BOYS
Reg Heffron, who is a member of the Mildenhall Register, was an air gunner with the Royal
Australian Air Force. Having undertaken his training in his homeland, Reg was posted to the
United Kingdom, where he arrived on 7th January 1944. Following his arrival in England, he
was posted to No.26 Operational Training Unit, where he met and crewed up with an
Australian pilot by the name of Max Bourne. On completion of training at both No.26 O.T.U
and Heavy Conversion Unit, Reg and his crew were posted to No.622 Squadron, based at RAF
Mildenhall.
This book, which is based on Reg’s wartime diaries, No.26 O.T.U and 622 Squadron
Operational Record Books, plus private papers and documents from fellow crew members,
follows Reg’s life and exploits from the time he joined No.26 O.T.U through to his eventual
return to Australia during October 1945. The reader flies with Reg and the crew on their
training exercises and operational sorties, learns of their often comical antics on drunken
nights out, and their misery at being sent to disciplinary camp. The reader also travels to
various parts of England with Reg, as he visits a number of his relatives, all of whom he is
meeting for the very first time.
Apart from fighting a battle with the enemy, the reader learns of Reg’s other battles.
Firstly describing the problems he encountered trying to keep fires alight in his billet, when
trying to keep warm in wet, cold Britain, and secondly, the constant battles with keeping a
number of different cars on the road when they refuse to start or run smoothly.

The idea of turning Reg’s diaries into a book came about following conversations between
Martyn and Ann Hill, the latter being another
member of the Mildenhall Register whose father,
Bill Vincent, was flight engineer on Reg’s crew.
Given that the aircraft Reg and his crew regularly
flew was coded ‘E-Easy’ Ann, who was a small child
during 1944, nick-named her father and the rest
of the crew collectively as “The ‘Easy’ Boys”. The
name stuck and it is as a tribute to the crew and a
“Thank you” to Ann that it has been used as the
title of the book.
The author, who has been a member of the
Mildenhall Register since 1981, is the recognised
historian to two squadrons, No.XV Squadron, Royal
Air Force, based at RAF Lossiemouth, and the
more recently reformed No.622 Squadron, Royal
Auxiliary Air Force, based at RAF Brize Norton.
The book, which is 7” x 10” in size, extends to 224 pages, is illustrated with 89 black and
white photographs, and is published in hardback by Schiffer Publishing. The ISBN number is
978-0-7643-4789-4.
Martyn Ford-Jones

XV & 622 (Auxiliary) Sqn Historian

The last flight of T for Tommy
Harry Bouwman, the author of this book is a teacher at a primary school in the
Netherlands, in Harry’s words:
In 1986 I met two ex- Air Gunners in Vaassen, where I lived at that time. The two veterans
became friends with my pupils and planted 'The Air Gunners' Tree' in 1988). Afterwards, in
1992, the children from my class erected a Memorial at the spot where a Stirling Bomber
(R9168 No. XV Sqn RAF), crashed in the woods near Gortel, part of the Royal Forest.
As a tribute to the crew, in 1993, I published a book, 'The last flight of T for Tommy', in
which I described the circumstances of the raid of that particular bomber, which crashed on
16th December 1942. Next to the RAF part of the story, I also wrote about the German side
and the Dutch involvement after the crash. Within a few months 1.000 copies of this book
had been sold.
During the nineties many ex RAF Air Gunners, who came over to Dronten in May, would pay a
visit to our school and come to the Memorial Service in the woods. The British Military
Attaché joined us several times.

As people still asked about my book, last year a new edition was published. My main intention
was to reach (in special lessons) 1.200 schoolchildren
in the region to tell them about WW2 and the hard
work of RAF Bomber Command during the war. The
professional help of my friend, Gerry Zwanenburg
(1928), MBE, Recovery Officer (Rtd) of the Royal
Netherlands Air Force, was of priceless value to me.
In both editions he wrote a foreword. Gerry
Zwanenburg recovered a lot of RAF aircraft in the
Flevopolders between 1960-1980, for which he
received several decorations.
In the new edition (88 pages full colour, 175 pictures)
a comprehensive description of the circumstances
during the raid has been written. How the aircraft was
prepared, what kind of men formed the crew (1 New
Zealander; 2 Americans, 2 Canadians, 2 British; all
aged between 19-26) and what did they had to do
during the raid on Diepholz Airfield. After the Stirling was hit by FLAK and on his way back
to England, the reader is led to the German pilot in his Messerschmitt. He shot down the
Stirling at 20.19 hrs. At the time of the crash, the story follows a Dutch boy who was an
eyewitness to the crash. Only the rear gunner survived. He was taken POW and transported
to Stalag 344, Lamsdorf and after he survived the war and he returned to England in 1945.
In addition to this main part of the book, I describe, in about 50 short articles, the
circumstances of the Dutch during the war, the Resistance, the suffering of the Jews, the
country’s liberation etc. (I told my pupils that this book contains circa 80 % of the headlines
of WW2.) Also many interesting details are mentioned.
All main records of the RAF, the Germans and the Dutch are included, as well as letters from
parents of the crew. Last year I met the son of the rear gunner, who handed me his fathers'
logbook. An English edition will be available next spring. The book has been translated by a
native speaker, granddaughter of an airman of RAF Bomber Command. (KIA)
Harry asks are you interested in his book priced at £15.00 plus postage. He feels that his
book can probably help the British children understand during this time. the suffering of the
Dutch during WW2, the need of the help of RAF Bomber Command and how this dangerous
work was done, even with the ultimate sacrifice. Several British institutes have already
promised to donate towards the project. With your help, I can realise this project. Please
let me know!.
Harry can be contacted by e-mail hvbouwman@gmail.com or writing to him at Meppelerweg
110,8331 DA, Steenwijk, Holland

From St Vith to Victory
The book is a culmination of over 15 years research into the exploits of No.218 (Gold Coast)
Squadron. The squadron like it’s parent Group No.3 is all too often overshadowed by the
exploits of No.5 Group and
No.8 PFF. Both 218 Sqn and 3
Group played a vital part in
the bomber offensive and due
recognition has been long in
coming.
The book starts with the
squadron’s re-birth from No.
57 Squadron in 1936 and
chronicles the squadron’s early peace time role and conversion from the bi-plane Hawker
Hinds to the then revolutionary Fairey Battle. The squadron’s mobilization and move to
France in September 1939 is covered as is the bloodbath of May 1940 when the squadron
was all but wiped out. Conversion to the Bristol Blenheim upon the squadrons return from
France and the early daylight raids against German barges under the control of No.2 Group is
also covered. The bulk of the book deals with the squadrons involvement in the real offensive
against Germany from 1941. All the major campaigns are covered, the attacks on the U-Boat
pens, Italian raids, the Ruhr campaign, Hamburg and the summer attacks on Berlin. Also
covered is the squadrons involvement with GH and the early pioneering raids on the French
railway system and V1 Sites. The book concludes with the conversion to the mighty Avro
Lancaster and the squadron and groups’ role as a specialised daylight GH Group attacking
precision oil and transportation targets.

ISPN 97814735054

Steve Smith No.218 (Gold Coast) Association Historian & No.3 (Bomber) Group Research
1936-1945.
Unfortunately the Editor was not able to include all the copy received into this
edition and will endeavour to include such copy in future editions. Please
continue to send article via the Secretary. Articles should if possible be
restricted to two sides of A4 and if possible accompanied by photographs.

Try and book your accommodation in good time for the reunion
Some suggestions:
The Bird In Hand- on the doorstep
The Riverside Mildenhall – one mile away
The Olde Bull Barton Mills – two miles away
The Travel Lodge Barton Mills – two miles away
There are other private B & Bs around –

01638-713247
01638-717274
01638-711001
0871-984-6006
search on Goggle!

Tom Payne found this poem on the internet. It has been credited to a number of people
including Pam Ayres. It was in fact written by M.Sig P. I. Fisher [known as Ian or Paddy
among other things] during his time at RAF Wyton. Since retiring from the RAF he has made
a name for himself as a poet using the pen name Peter Wyton.

The Unkindest Defence Cut Of All

I’m the last one left in the air force,
I’ve an office in the MOD
And a copy of the Queen’s Regulation
Which only applies to me.
I can post myself to Leuchar
And detach me from there to Kinloss
Or send me on courses to Cranwell
Then cancel the lot – I’m the boss.

I’m the last one left in the air force,
And it’s quiet – but that apart
There are plenty worse off, for example,
The only Sea Lord, for a start.
She was called out last Wednesday evening
(joint ops with the army, my oath)
But their rowing boat sank in the Channel
Which obliged me to rescue them both.

I’m the last one left in the air force,
But the great parliamentary brains
Omitted, when cancelling people
To sell off the stations and the planes.
The result is my inventory bulges
With KD and campstools and quarters,
Plus a signed book of verses by Trenchard
Which I keep for impressing reporters.

I’m the last one left in the air force,
And my kids say I’m never around.
When I’m not flying Hercs or a Typhoon
I’m the lone QRA on the ground,
Or I’m doing sea survival at Plymouth,
Shooting flares at the crowds on the Hoe
Or I’m an orderly corporal at Linton –
It’s an interesting life but all go.

I’m the last one left in the air force,
I suppose you imagine it’s great
To be master of all you survey
But I tell you it’s difficult mate,
I inspected three units last Thursday
As C in C (acting) strike,
Then I swept half the runway at Leeming
And I repaired Boulmer’s best station bike.

I’m the last one left in the air force,
I’m ADC to the Queen,
I’m duty clerk at Brize Norton
I’m the RAF rugby team.
Tomorrow I’m the Queen’s Colour Squadron,
Then air testing several planes,
and the day after that I’m in London
To preach at St Clement Danes.

I’m the last one left in the air force,
And it’s not doing a lot for my health,
Station sports days are frankly exhausting
When the victor Ludorum’s oneself.
On guests nights the mess is so lonely
There are times that I wish I were able
To pass the port to the one on my left
Without watching it fall on the table.

I’m the last one left in the air force,
And I’m due to go before long
But there’s no hint of replacement
And they won’t even let me sign on.
I hope to enjoy my retirement,
As I’ve put up a fairly good show
And I won’t cut myself off entirely
As there’s always reunions – you know.

Programme for the 2015 Reunion
Friday 15 May


1315 hrs.

Depart Bird in Hand for Base Visit



1345-1615.

Visit ( possible sections visited ATC, Fire Section, view KC 135 &
CV-22 Osprey aircraft and the Base Chapel Stained Glass Windows)



1730 hrs.

Meet Middleton Hall, RAF Mildenhall for pre supper drinks



1830 hrs.

Buffet Supper Middleton Hall



2000 hrs.

AGM



2030 approx. A short talk by Mr. Roger Leivers on the “Godmanchester Stirling”

Saturday 16 May
 0945 hrs
Depart Bird in Hand for visit to Thorpe Abbotts

 1100 – 1400 Visit the 100th Bomb Group USAAF Memorial Museum at
Thorpe Abbotts and take in a picnic lunch etc.
 1100 – 1400 St Georges Church, Methwold, open for inspection of the Roll of Honour
(Note the coach party will not be visiting Methwold this year)
 1430 hrs

Return to Bird in Hand ETA 1600 hrs approx

 1815 hrs

Pre-dinner drinks Galaxy Club, RAF Mildenhall

 1900 hrs

Reunion Dinner Galaxy Club

 2200 hrs

Carriages

Sunday 17 May


1100 hrs

 1145 hrs
 1200 hrs

Reunion Memorial Service at St John’s Church Beck Row
Coffee and Cakes St John’s Church Hall
Farewells and see you next year!

Notes
1.

Base visit itinerary to be agreed.

2.

Friday evening talk entitled "The Godmanchester Stirling", a fascinating story about
XV Sqn Stirling N3703 which crashed at Godmanchester on April 10 1942 after a raid
on Essen.

3.

100th Bomb Group Memorial Museum is an hour’s coach journey from RAF Mildenhall
and housed in the original airfield control tower and other atmospheric buildings. It is
a moving testament to the Americans who came to Thorpe Abbotts in Norfolk to fight
alongside the allies during World War Two. Weather permitting we will be having a
picnic lunch in the grounds (if not in a Nissan Hut!). There is a museum shop, café and
toilets. Promises to be another worthwhile visit.

4.

The Application Form for the Reunion weekend is included with this newsletter

Peter Carrie No 75 NZ Sqn’s Chelsea Pensioner

Peter joined the army in 1934 at the age of 19 and served in India and the
Kyber Pass. He was evacuated from Dunkirk in 1940. They found him covered
in dead bodies and thought he only had hours to live. However he did pull
through. The army found him unfit for further military service and he was
discharged. In 1943 he joined the RAF and became a flight engineer on No
75 NZ Sqn. He served on 75 from February to July 1945.
Peter, who is 99 years of age, is now a Chelsea Pensioner. On the 23rd April
2014 Peter was presented with the Bomber Command Clasp. He is the only
Chelsea Pensioner to hold the award.

